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Custom Blockchain & Token Coin Architecture 
 

S2-Hello  

Hello and welcome to SmartSaleRE.Com’s custom blockchain and token coin architecture.  
 

Technology highlights in discussion feature the Company’s.  
 

Sales Cycles, RealFi Asset-Backed Stable 

Token Coins, SSRE’s Listing to Close Sales 

Cycle, Stores of Value, Contracts and 

Tokenization, Asset-Holding Smart 

Contracts, Liquidity & Asset-backed, Home 

Loan Underwriting, For Sale Events, RealFi’s 

One-to-One Token Exchange, Data Sets and 

Predetermined Conditions. 
 

S3-RealFi Asset-Backed Stable Coin 

SmartSaleRE’s Realfi asset-backed stable token coins underscore multi-level processing stores-

of-value featuring SSRE’s automated real estate technology blockchain business development 

platforms.  
 

Integrated auto processing algorithms highlight RealFi’s asset-backed stable token coins custom 

designed architecture. 
 

S4-SSRE’s Listing to Close Sales Cycle 

There are eight high-revenue yielding auto connected workflow processes in support of the 

Company’s property listing-to-sales- close pre-determined conditions sales cycle. 
 

S5-Stores of Value  

There are various contributing factors included in SSRE’s asset- backed token coin namely, there 

is no physical token coin. What exists are an open network un-siloed asset-backed token coin 

images representing algorithmic code based smart contract stores of value (assets), and 

predetermined condition datasets. Functionality is directed by code-based algorithms which 

drive SSRE’s Realfi token coin operability. 
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S6-Contracts and Tokenization 

Tokenization is a digital state of values (assets). An example would include a PDF contract, 

property deed or other documents that are whole or partially code-programed into a digital-

state.  
 

An example is SSRE’s RealFi asset-backed stable token coin, exclusively used for purchase of 

residential properties listed for sale at SmartSaleRE.Com. Internalized in the Company’s asset-

backed stable token coin are various stores of value tokenized items. 
 

Driving home an important point there is no physical coin. RealFi’s token coin is an image 
placeholder for algorithms and other types of code programming that creates situational 
fractional or whole tokenization liquidity. 
  
S7-Asset-Holding Smart Contract  

SSRE’s smart contracts and other types of asset-holding documents are a digital state of a 

corresponding counterpart non-digital document. Being digital creates code programming 

opportunities that written documents cannot equal. 

In the digital state of values original document items become flexible or liquid through code 

programming instructional processing. Individual items or all items in a digital state document 

have flexibility or put it another way (liquidity) that can be included in code programming 

(algorithmic) processing.  
 

In a liquid state of processing, digital items are flexible intrinsic elements of the Company’s 

RealFi global asset back stable token coin. 
 

S8-Liquidity / Asset-backed 

Document liquidity is a converted state of values. An example is SmartSaleRE’s 1 Hour escrow 

and title recorded property deed that has been converted to a digital state. In a digital state of 

values original document items become opportunistic and liquid through code programming 

instructional processing. In a digital state, items are intrinsic stores of value of the Company’s 

RealFi asset back stable token coin. 

S9-Home Loan Underwriting 

SSRE’s home loan underwriting is the process of determining risk of a SSRE buyer’s smart 
contract investor private money home loan financing. 
  
The Company does not use traditional methods in qualifying a property buyer. Instead, the 
Company relies on AI tools that promote fairness and time sensitive data capture. 
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S10-For Sale Events  

For sale homes are exclusively listed then purchased with SSRE’s RealFi asset- backed stable 

token coins. ReaFi asset-backed stable token coins provide SSRE property buyers with smart 

contract investor private money financing. The property buyer’s loan is stored in a crypto 

currency purchase wallet account located at RealFiexc.Com, a crypto currency exchange.  
 

S11-RealFi’s One-to-One Exchange 

US dollar, RealFi asset-backed stable coin one-to-one coin exchange purchases, are available 

only at RealFiexc.Com.  
 

RealFi asset-backed stable token coins are exclusively used to purchase properties listed for sale 

at SmartSaleRE.Com. 
 

S12-Datasets & Use Case Scenarios 

Datasets instructionally describe the Company’s use case scenarios of asset-backed token coins.  
 

Liquidity is code programmed to fractionally purchase part of an automated smart contract or 

the whole smart contract. 
 

S13-Workflow Pre-Determined Conditions  

SSRE’s pre-determined workflow dataset conditions   are programmed to automate execution of 

an agreement so participants can immediately be certain of the outcome without an 

intermediary’s involvement or time loss. Additionally, pre-determined workflow will 

automatically trigger the next action when conditions are met. 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 


